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Catalog 112 Hermetic Bibliography & Book History
Books I’ve Loved
•

Mostly duplicates from my reference collection and my first catalog on the subject since
the late 1980’s, (save for a few private lists). I’ve kept to a strict definition of hermetica
here, I have more but this is all I could squeeze in so as to meet Exlibris’ deadline of
midnight Tuesday!

•

Are there any libraries in the US or the UK that actively collect hermetica? Seems not,
pity, yet I persist. Inquiries welcome.

•

Every book has been checked against the all mighty internet, mainly Vialibri (VL) and
Amazon to make sure my price is among the lowest (otherwise they don’t sell!!!). I also
have a massive collection of dealer catalogs on hermeticism and the occult, no list yet.

•

All Exlibrians will be billed, return any reason, post at cost. Thanks for reading, sorry for
the rushed cataloging.

AMBIX: The Journal of the Society for the History of Alchemy and Early Chemistry. [London:
Ambix & Black Bear Press], 127 issues in stiff-sewn card covers, about 90pp each, plus plates,
volumes 1- 48, 1937-2001, lacking 29 issues, fine to mint condition, unused. With over 800 book
reviews this is the largest such collection of book history in English, no other periodical comes even
close, not even Isis. In early 2000 Ambix stopped reprinting the back numbers and they are all now
out of print thanks to a publishing merger, though PDF’s are available by subscription. Nearly all
issues here are the original printings, with sewn signatures and plates on coated paper, only 18 issues
in facsimile reprint. There are about 600 in-depth often exhaustive articles, about half of which are

devoted exclusively to alchemy. Some are almost book length, including landmark papers and
translations such as C. H. Josten’s A Translation of John Dee’s Monas Hieroglyphica (with
introduction and notes, the definitive translation). Additionally there are over 800 book reviews
(indexed by author, subject and reviewer) that comprise an extremely important record of 20th
century Hermetic scholarship. Ambix continues to be the leading scholarly research periodical for the
study of alchemy. The excellent index volumes here make this very useful indeed. There are no
comparable sets for sale online. $3200.00
Benimeli, Jose A. Ferrer. - BIBLIOGRAFIA DE LA MASONERIA. Caracas: Instituto Historicas
1974, sewn wraps, 385pp, vg-f, 3500 titles fully indexed, volume one of what became a four volume
work.$16.00
Birdsong, Robert E. – ROSICRUCIAN LITERATURE LISTED IN THE UNION CATALOG AND
NOT TO BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. Privately published. Written c. 1946-48,
hand-bound in crude binder’s boards, quarto, unpaginated, c.80pp, good copy. 291 titles fully
described including pagination, each with individual library location and card catalog number,
organized by author. Probably less than ten copies, compiled for personal research. Robert Birdsong
(1912-1996) was an occult bookdealer in Berkeley who did research for Manly Hall and was working
on a third edition of Gardener’s Bibliotheca Rosicruciana when he died, (never published). He wrote
a number of books, most published in small editions by his Sirius Press. It’s clear from the
descriptions that he personally examined every title. Hard to say if this is a carbon copy of his
typescript, or perhaps a primitive mimeograph copy, boards are a little worn but good condition,
sturdily bound. Obviously many of these titles are now included in WorldCat, but I’ve checked and
others are certainly not, especially privately printed publications, some periodicals and obscure
articles included here. $275.00
Boehme) JACOB BOEHME. An Extract from the Catalogue of Printed Books of the British
Museum. A 13pp quarto photocopy, reproducing the occasional notes Paul M. Allen, (A Christian
Rosenkreutz Anthology). This is a special printing of the Boehme section, inspired by “A gift by Mr.
Charles John Barker of fifty-seven works by or about Jacob Boehme” (preface), necessitating a
revision which was “defrayed” by Barker himself. Quite useful as there is no good scholarly
bibliography in English. $15.00
Bruno) Sturlese, Rita. - BIBLIOGRAFIA CENSIMENTO E STORIA DELLE ANTICHE STAMPE
DI GIORDANO BRUNO. Olschki 1987, stiff wraps printed in green and black, sewn, 224pp, plates.
Handsomely printed and published in Florence. An extensive and detailed sorting out of the
bewildering, exasperatingly complex bibliography of Bruno, remarkable detail. $60.00
Caillet, Albert L. - MANUEL BIBLIOGRAPHIQUE DES SCIENCES PSYCHIQUES OU
OCCULTES: Sciences des Mages, Hermetique, Astrologie, Kabbale, Franc-Maconnerie, Medicine
Ancienne, Mesmerisme, Sorcellerie, Singularites, Aberrations de Tout Ordre, Curiosites, Sources
Bibliographiques et Documentaires Sur Ces Subjects, Etc. Martino 1997 (1912), three volumes, stout
cloth, 67+531+533+ 767pp, fine. The fundamental bibliography of the occult. 11,648 books
completely described, mostly English, French and Italian works. Includes a detailed introductory
exposition of 67 pages. This reprint is especially worthwhile in that the first edition was printed on
inferior acidic paper and usually browning. $165.00
Capp, Bernard. - ASTROLOGY AND THE POPULAR PRESS: English Almanacs 15001800. London: Faber & Faber 1979, fine red cloth with dj, 452pp, 8 pages of calendars and samples
from almanacs and 3 text illustrations, notes, 47pp annotated bibliography, index, and two

appendices: Biographical Notes and Index of Dedications, tiny tear in jacket else fine. Superlative
research, Capp has gone deep and found many new treasures. "Come, who buys my wares? Here's the
Sun, Moon and Stars for sale!" (from an American Almanac for 1822 which could also serve as a
motto for my book business). $28.00
Cerza, Alphonse. A MASONIC READER'S GUIDE. Missouri: Transactions of the Missouri Lodge
of Research 1978-1979, publ's cloth, 204pp, author's index, and biographical sketches of selected
Masonic authors. Now out of print, one of the few useful bibliographies in English. $22.00
Clarke, Sidney W. & Adolphe Blind. - THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CONJURING AND KINDRED
DECEPTIONS. Martino 1998 (1920), publ’s cloth, 84pp. Though not annotated there are at least a
few thousand titles. “We have purposely excluded books on the so-called occult arts… but we have
included references to books on natural magic which contain effects on which conjurers have based
some of their most cherished tricks” (introduction). $40.00
Conway, Anne. CONWAY LETTERS. The Correspondence of Anne, Viscountess Conway, Henry
More, and their Friends 1642-1684. Edited by Majorie Hope Nicolson. New Haven: Yale, and
London: OUP 1930, large 8vo, publ’s red cloth and gilt spine, 517pp, frontis and 17 plates, spine a bit
faded and rubbed, margins beginning to brown else a vg-f copy, autographed presentation inscription
from the author, “For Mary Lou, who is high honors in every way, Majorie Hope Nicholson.” A rich
goldmine of fascinating material on Conway’s occult circle. A large and haunting section details her
relationship with the enigmatic Valentine Greatrakes, “The Stroker” an Irish healer who treated
Conway for migraines and who is perhaps the first recorded example of somebody using “magnetic
passes” (and importantly not the “laying on of hands”); other chapters on Francis Mercury van
Helmont, Joseph Glanvill, Ralph Cudworth, Robert Boyle. A large number of Quaker personalities
are also discussed. In 1992 OUP issued an expanded edition with about 60pp of extra material which
is still in print at $200.00. $100.00
Coumont, Jean-Pierre. DEMONOLOGY & WITCHCRAFT, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
With Related Works on Magic, Medicine, Superstition… Utrecht: H&S, 2007, heavy quarto, publ’s
cloth binding, sewn signatures, very fine condition. The greatest English language reference of the
last 34 years, fully illustrated. $200.00
Crowley) 666 BIBLIOTHECA CROWLEYANA: The Collection of J.F.C. Fuller. Preface by Richard
Kaczynski. Sure Fire Press 1989, sm octavo, booklet, 24pp. $10.00
Duveen, Denis I. – BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEMICA ET CHEMICA. An Annotated Catalogue of
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry, and Cognate Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen.
Martino reprint of the 1949 Weil edition (which was printed in an edition of only 200 copies), large
8vo, 669p plus 16 plates, mint copy. An extremely important sale catalogue, nicely supplementing
Ferguson, with many interesting notes by Duveen. This is one of Martino's earlier reprints when he
still used nice cloth and sewn binding. $75.00
Duveen, Denis. - BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEMICA ET CHEMICA: An Annotated Catalogue of
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Cognate Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen.
London: Weil 1949, one of 200 copies, large 8vo stout blue cloth, trivial rubbing, vg-f, Bernard M.
Rosenthal’s copy with a few notes and book-label in each volume, 16 plates with tissue guards. A
trophy only for the most dedicated. Sold with: THE DUVEEN COLLECTION OF ALCHEMY &
CHEMISTRY AND THE DUVEEN COLLECTION OF BALNEOLOGY, Kraus Catalogue No.62,
tall 8vo, sewn wraps, 654 items, plates, introduction by Duveen. $300.00

Ficino) Kristeller, Paul Oskar. - MARSILIO FICINO AND HIS WORK AFTER FIVE HUNDRED
YEARS. Olschki 1987, handsome sewn wraps, 228pp, plates. Almost exclusively concerned with the
bibliography and printing history of Ficino’s books, letters, manuscripts, books Ficino owned, books
about him, translations, portraits, etc. With very detailed citations and analyses. $60.00
Franckenberg) Bruckner, Janos. - ABRAHAM VON FRANCKENBERG: A Bibliographical
Catalogue with a Short-list of His Library. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1988, publ’s cloth, 108pp,
75 b&w plates plus portrait of Von Frankenberg, index, and chronological conspectus. four copies on
VL. $100.00

Gabriele, Mino, et al. - BIBLIOTHECA MAGICA. Dalle Opere A Stampa Della Biblioteca
Casanatense Di Roma. Introduction by Nedda Janni. Olschki 1985 1st ed, handsome sewn wraps,
225pp, plates on glossy stock throughout, one corner of the text block has a tiny bump/wave to the
first 30 or so pages of the corner margin but a fine copy, mostly unopened. Exceedingly nice book
making by Olschki, 1,266 rare books described, on magic or closely related, with large double-index.
Most of the titles are Italian or Latin. $100.00
Garden Library) Sotheby’s. - THE COLLECTION OF THE GARDEN LTD, MAGNIFICENT
BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. Foreword by Nicolas Barker. Afterword by Haven O’More. NY:
Sotheby’s 1989 heavy quarto, cloth, unpaginated, 309 titles, plates and illustrations on almost every
page, some in color, printed on glossy stock, prices realized laid-in, vg-f copy. With a manila folder
of about 30pp of letters and documentation, including eight glossy photos, documenting BMR’s sale
of the first item in this catalog, a mss scroll of the Egyptian Book of the Dead, which BMR sold to
Colin Franklin for O’More. This is a common book on the internet but the vast majority lack the
prices realized. $125.00
Garden Library) Sotheby’s. - THE COLLECTION OF THE GARDEN LTD, MAGNIFICENT
BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. Another copy, fine, no inserts but with prices. Haven O’More was
one of the most demanding and preposterous customers I’ve ever dealt with (and that’s saying a lot
here), but it can’t be denied that by using other people’s money he did gather together quite a
collection, with heavy emphasis on Hermetic, Neoplatonic and mystical authors. $45.00
Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT SCIENCES.
Vol. III. FREEMASONRY. A Catalogue of Lodge Histories (England) with a preface by William
Wynn Westcott. Edmonds: Sure Fire Press 1989 (1912) stapled wraps, [2]+37pp, mint copy. Cover
title ‘Bibliotheca Masonica.’ Though not stated the original 1912 edition was limited to 300 copies.
$12.00
Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT SCIENCES.
Vol 1 ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS. (Cover title: ‘Bibliotheca Rosicruciana’). Introduction by William
Wynn Westcott. [London] Privately Published 1923, 2nd ed revised and enlarged, tall 8vo, publ’s
polished blue cloth, XXIII+101pp, inserted portrait frontis of Andreae, 761 titles, one of 500
numbered & signed copies, this copy number 6 but unsigned, spine a bit wrinkled else a fine copy,
printed on chalk paper, booklabel of Marks & Company, contemporary ownership stamp of the San
Diego collector Larry C. Martin. Sold with: Gardner. BIBLIOTHECA ASTROLOGICA: A
Catalogue of Astrological Publications of the 15th Through the 19th Centuries. With a Sketch of the
History of Astrology by William Wynn Westcott. Author 1911,bound as the above (edges rubbed),
20+164pp, 1,340 works described with collations and many annotations, including the identities of
anonymous and pseudonymous authors, the 1903 first edition contained 604 titles. Sold with:
Gardner. A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT SCIENCES. Vol. III.
FREEMASONRY. A Catalogue of Lodge Histories (England) with a preface by William Wynn
Westcott. Author 1912, bound as the above, [2]+37pp, vg. One of 300 copies, vg-f condition, no
copies on VL. Gardner (1857-1930) was a British stock broker and bookdealer who claimed to have
examined each title here, though in my experience that was not always the case. Still an important
reference with many unique observations. $250.00
Godwin, Joscelyn, Christopher McIntosh, and Donate Pahnke McIntosh Translators. ROSICRUCIAN
TRILOGY: MODERN TRANSLATIONS OF THE THREE FOUNDING DOCUMENTS. Weiser,
2016 paperback, 216pp, new copies in stock. The Rosicrucian Trilogy features modern translations of
Fama Fraternitatis (1614), Confessio Fraternitatis (1615), and The Chemical Wedding of Christian

Rosenkreuz (1616) with 30 original illustrations by Hans Wildermann. With sublime book research
by Godwin, a serious life-long bibliophile! $23.00
Godwin, Joscelyn. - THE THEOSOPHICAL ENLIGHTENMENT. NY: State University of New
York 1994 1st ed, sewn glossy boards, 480pp, many rare photographic portraits, mint copy. A
landmark history of occult and esoteric philosophy, that is theosophy in its widest definition, and not
Blavatskian Theosophy (though that is covered in some depth as well). There are now many surveys
of the esoteric underground in philosophy, but Godwin’s focus is the 18th and 19th centuries and in
so doing he is able to completely examine every significant personality, circle, and school of this
bountiful period, from leading Spiritualists to radical Masons to phallic mythographers, with much on
Boehme and his circle. This essential book is the mature fruit of years spent laboring in the vineyards
of Europe's greatest libraries. Godwin is a genius at blending the deepest academic knowledge with a
personal sympathy for the material that brings it alive in highly interesting ways instead of the
depressing cold ignorance that mars most scholarly examinations of the esoteric and occult.
Paperback edition is glued. $150.00
Gottlieb, Jean S. - A CHECKLIST OF THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY’S PRINTED BOOKS IN
SCIENCE, MEDICINE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PSEUDO-SCIENCES, CA. 1460-1750.
Garland 1992, quarto, publ’s stout cloth, 312pp, about 3000 titles fully described, mint copy. Many if
not most bibliographies and book histories of the occult by librarians are embarrassingly ignorant of
the subject, often cataloging worthless books in bad editions unknowingly. But here Gottlieb provides
really knowledge and the serious collector of renaissance and enlightenment esoterica will find a well
planned and stimulating guide with full content descriptions by Gottlieb. The vast majority here
concern witchcraft, magic and early science, bargain price. $16.00
Guaita, Stanislas de. – BIBLIOTHEQUE OCCULTE. Gutenberg reprint of the 1899 edition, stiff
wraps, well made and sewn, 299pp, over 2,000 titles, the sale catalogue of his library, printed on
alkaline paper, front wrap slightly stained, with advert inserted. Nicer than the Martino reprint. $65.00
Gurdjieff) Driscoll, J. Walter. – GURDJIEFF AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. NY: Garland
1985, stout blue buckram, 363pp, very good copy, introduction by Michel de Salzmann. 1,727 titles
carefully described with extremely useful annotations, a rare marvel of bibliography devoted to the
subject of esoteric philosophy. Gurdjieff is not normally included in the pantheon of hermetic
philosophers, for example he is hardly mentioned on the Ritman Library site, though others would
disagree with this exclusion. $128.00

Guthrie, Kenneth Sylvan, compiler and translator. THE PYTHAGOREAN SOURCEBOOK AND
LIBRARY. Edited with Introduction by David Fideler. Foreword by Joscelyn Godwin. Phanes, 1987,
Cloth & dj, 361pp, mint copy of a handsomely produced volume, a true library edition. The cloth is
nicely gilt with a red and blue triangle on front cover, most copies were issued without jacket. One of
the valuable & important English language additions to our meager body of Pythagorean translations,
still in print in paper. In presenting Guthrie's writings in a new one volume collection the editor has
also provided a very useful history of Guthrie's rare publications, with a unique 19pp bibliography of
Pythagorean philosophy compiled by Godwin and Fideler. $180.00

Hall, Trevor H. - A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS ON CONJURING IN ENGLISH FROM 15801850. Martino 1998 (1957), publ's cloth, 96pp, plates, vf. So many books on conjuring are in
languages other than English that it is a joy (at least to this bibliomaniac) to have a book devoted
exclusively to old English prestidigitation. Hall (b.1910) is of course a noted authority on psychical
research. His knowledge of conjuring coupled with his investigations of psychics led to a number of
sensational exposures. $45.00
Hauser) CATALOGUE OF THE VERY EXTENSIVE AND IMPORTANT LIBRARY OF EARLY
AND RARE BOOKS, Relating to Alchemy & the Occult...The Property of M. Lionel Hauser.
London: Sotheby’s 16th April 1934, photocopy of Manly P. Hall’s own copy, 569 lots, lovely recent
cloth & paper label, fine condition. With many of Hall’s annotations to the 3rd day of the sale. The
plates here have been compromised by the copying, (too dark), but text quite readable. $200.00
Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. Five catalogs. CATALOGUE 1987 [5th edition]. CATALOGUE 1A [1992]. CATALOGUE 2-A [1992]. HEALTH RESEARCH HEALTH INFORMATION BOOK,
[1992]. HEALTH RESEARCH BOOKS [2002], quarto and octavo, either comb-bound, stapled or
glued. The first three catalogs were issued by R. G. Wilborn who founded Health Research, the fourth
by Rex Manus and the last by Ben & Nikki Roberts (later owners after Wilborn retired). Together
they form a unique chronicle of one of America’s forgotten publishers. Many thousands of books
here, most are reprints of lost and rejected books, also many used volumes for sale. Founded in 1952
and still going to this day, Health Research was way ahead of the curve when it came to fringe and
banned books. Not just “health” books but every possible aspect that could influence health: aliens,
communists, chiropractors, troglodytes, polar magnetism, lawyers, cancer monopoly, Atlantis,
Siberia, phrenology, geophrenology, earthology, AMA, etc. R. G. Wilborn’s history has never been
told, I tried to give a glimpse in my memoir, he deserves so much more but like his publications
Wilborn’s life-details are basically lost now, the only sketch I know of is in Eleanor McBean’s The
Poisoned Needle, 1993. He was a chiropractor turned used book dealer turned publisher. No question
he was the greatest publisher of fringe medicine and occultism America, no book was too bizarre or
controversial for him! Besides his radical agenda of reprinting rejected knowledge in super cheap
mimeo-like books, he spent years in court defending the right to sell them, in one ruling the court
forbid any mail deliveries to him (can they do that?). Wilborn wrote perhaps a dozen books himself,
each published under a unique pseudonym making it almost impossible to identify all of them. About
5,500 titles described, some duplicated. $950.00
Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. CATALOGUE NO. 2-A, [1990] comb bound, about 250 pages
with about 1100 titles, photocopy typescript as issued, plus 14 trifold lists laid in including a few of
Wilborn’s classic diatribes; on corrupt doctors, “Dangers of the Polio Vaccine”, and one of his
ridiculously demanding order forms which his devoted customers (including me) obeyed. Catalogue’s
1-A and 2-A are among the largest he issued. Duplicate of the above. $145.00

Heninger, S. K. – THE COSMOGRAPHICAL GLASS. Renaissance Diagrams of the Universe. San
Marino: Huntington Library 1977 1st ed, quarto, cloth & dj, 209pp, 117 plates and text illustrations, a
number of book titles have been neatly underlined in pencil, jacket a touch sun-faded with a few tiny
tears but a fine copy. One of my favorite books, lovely reproductions, printed on good paper, one of
the best collections of early cosmological iconography, extensively footnoted and indexed. $80.00

Hermes Trismegistus). HERMETICA: The Greek Corpus Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in a
New English Translation, with Notes and Introduction by Brian P. Copenhaver. Cambridge: CUP
1992, hardback in dust jacket, 320pp, a fine unread copy. One of only three complete translations of
the Hermetic texts in English, the first was Walter Scott’s an exhaustive four-volume edition, (still the
most scholarly, and the most stiffest translation), and then G.R.S. Mead's edition, which is out of
print. Now we have Copenhaver, the most recent and one that certainly maintains its own against the
two previous translations. With a very useful 83-page historical introduction and a complete
bibliography. The text is wonderfully improved with Copen-haver’s ample notes, and there are
indexes of Greek and English words. Still ip in paper. $400.00

Hitchcock) Cohen, I. Bernard. – ETHAN ALLEN HITCHCOCK OF VERMONT, SOLDIER,
HUMANITARIAN, AND SCHOLAR. Contained in Proceedings of the American Antiquarian
Society Vol. 61 Part I, Worcester 1951 1st ed, publ’s sewn wraps, 182pp, one plate on glossy stock,
corner of text block a bit bumped else a fine copy, printed on thick paper, with the name stamp of
Richard H. Shryock (1893-1972) American medical historian and author. The Cohen's paper
constitutes p.29-137, and besides a few pages of obituaries--including Charles Eliot Goodspeed,
famed Boston antiquarian bookdealer--the rest of the volume is devoted to Theodore Bolton’s The
Book Illustrations of F. O. C. Darley. Cohen’s monograph has been reprinted a number of times, and
it was reviewed in ISIS (1952) by Walter Pagel. One of the many charms is a facsimile of the original
23 page Bangs & Merwin auction catalogue of his remarkable library, one half of which was sold
elsewhere and now seems to have been lost to history. In the 1980’s the catalog was reprinted by The
Alchemical Press (J. D. Holmes, ask I might have a copy in stock) but without Cohen’s exhaustive
text, which includes an annotated bibliography of EAH, and a wonderful ‘Bibliography and Guide to
Further Reading.’ Very scarce. $110.00
Jouin, E. and V. Descreux. - BIBLIOGRAPHIE OCCULTISTE ET MACONNIQUE. Repertoire
D’Ouvrages Imprimes et Manuscripts Relatis a la Franc-Maconnerie, Les Societies Secretes La
Magie... Revue Internationale 1930 1st edition, later thick library cloth, 653pp, sewn. One of the
rarest of all occult bibliographies, volume two was announced but never published. 982 books
described, many heavily annotated, some titles with more than four pages of fine print notations. Well
indexed. Reprinted by Martino in a limited edition of 125 copies, this volume from the reference
library of William Wreden with his code and pencillings on the fly. Very rare, took me decades to
find a copy, in a catalog by R. A. Gilbert of Bristol, who somehow obtained this copy of Wredens,
located in California and from which I bought 350 boxes! $250.00
Kies, Cosette N. – THE OCCULT IN THE WESTERN WORLD. An Annotated Bibliography.
London: Mansell 1986, stout cloth, 233pp, vf. 890 titles, many with good descriptions, but books are
randomly chosen, probably a contract book, i.e. hack writing. $20.00

Kircher) Merrill, Brian L. – ATHANASIUS KIRCHER (1602-1680), JESUIT SCHOLAR. An
Exhibition of his Works in the Harold B. Lee Library Collections at Brigham Young University.
Introduction and Descriptions by…. Provo: Friends of the Brigham Young Library 1997, glued
paperback, XXXVIII+74pp, binding beginning to crack else fine, Bernard M Rosenthal's copy with
his book-label and one inserted copy of the Kircher entry in Polgar's Bibliographie (1990).
Meticulously described catalogue of 31 books by Kircher, copiously annotated. Much nicer than the
Martino reprint where the illustrations came out dull and uninspired. 31 titles are described and
compliment the Stanford catalog. $110.00
Kren, Claudia. - ALCHEMY IN EUROPE: A Guide to Research. Garland 1990, red cloth, 130pp, vf.
Antoine Faivre writes: “This...bibliography will certainly long remain an indispensable tool for

research. It presents articles as well as books and is intelligently divided into sections like ‘Research
Aids’, ‘Medieval Alchemy’, ‘Alchemy in the Arts’, ‘Alchemy and the Spiritual’, etc.”$70.00
Lattanzi, Agostino. BIBLIOGRAFIA DELLA MASSONERIA ITALIANA E DI CAGLIOSTRO.
Olschki 1974, large 8vo, sewn wraps, cover and title page rubricated, plates throughout, 455pp, white
wraps very slightly dust soiled but a fine copy. Over 2,000 rare titles fully described, with index,
appendixes, and introduction. A handsomely produced book, better than most cloth bound academic
books. This is a significant and little known bibliography with great detail and fine plates on coated
stock. The only online copies are in Europe. $95.00
Moore, George H. - BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON WITCHCRAFT IN
MASSACHUSETTS. Montreal: Osiris 1973 reprint of the Worcester edition of 1888, sewn
pamphlet, 31pp, fine, one of 109 copies and printed on thick paper, fine condition. $22.00
Morris, Owen. THE CHYMICK BOOKES OF SIR OWEN WYNNE OF GWYDIR. An Annotated
Catalogue. Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies Tempe, Arizona 1997, glued paperback,
XI+57pp, foreword by R. J. Roberts, extensive introduction. Appendix I-III, Index I-IV, MRTS
Volume 178, Libri Pertinentes No. 4. Morris writes from the perspective of both the book collector
and the bibliographer. The bibliography, covering about 50 titles, lasts only 13 pages, the rest of the
text takes up the interesting story of how Sir Wynne, in 1629, stumbled accidentally upon a collection
of 100 books on alchemy, a subject he originally had no interest in, but went on to make a life long
study of it. Quite entertaining, very fine copy. $24.00

Nasr, Seyyed Hossein. THE PHILOSOPHY OF SEYYED HOSSEIN NASR. Chicago: Open Court,
2001, First Edition. Edited by Lewis Edwin Hahn et al. 1st & only ed, cloth & dust jacket, 1001pp,
volume XXVIII of Open Court’s prestigious series The Library of Living Philosophers, very fine
copy, professionally produced and bound, with four bibliographies. Is Nasr the greatest living
philosopher? This profound book could vault him to that status. 29 papers here devoted to Nasr’s
philosophy, remarkably each follows with a reply by Nasr. The subjects cover the entire spectrum of
religious philosophy’s domain: Islam, Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism, science, cosmology, the
sacred, etc. Luminaries like Huston Smith and William Chittick contribute. After years of reading
Nasr what comes to my mind most is not just his erudition but his compassion and love, his

universality, and his exciting use of language, all his writings are engrossing, thrilling even, always
clear and succinct. No copies online. $600.00
Neu, John, editor. - CHEMICAL, MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL BOOKS PRINTED
BEFORE 1800 IN THE COLLECTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARIES.
Madison: University of Wisconsin 1965, tall octavo, stout cloth with dj, 280pp, 4,442 works cited
most with full collations, fine in chipped jacket with large piece missing at back, Bernard M.
Rosenthal’s copy with his small library label. In 1951 Wisconsin bought the pre-1800 books from the
Duveen collection and all his pre-1800 volumes are listed here (but without Duveen's annotations),
and thus this serves as an essential companion to his famed Bibliotheca Alchemica Et Chemica,
especially considering that many of Duveen's pre-1800 books were never listed in his catalogue, and
since their purchase of his collection Wisconsin has avidly purchased many other titles, some of
which are of the greatest importance. However, often forgotten is that Duveen also collected books on
balneology (as that subject is integral to the history of chemistry) but these have never been cataloged
except in the Kraus sale catalog (No.62, [1953]), and reprinted only once as far as I know, in the H&S
edition of Duveen. Heavily remaindered long ago yet still cheap on the net. $14.00

Newton) CATALOGUE OF THE NEWTON PAPERS SOLD BY ORDER…MONDAY JULY
13TH 1936. London: Sotheby’s, original sewn wraps, 332 lots, plates, foot of spine with wear,
wrapper sl. torn, sewing strong, contemporary marginalia reveals the first owner of this attended the

sale. Very scarce, certainly one of the most epochal book catalogs of this century and last,
wonderfully documented in Sarah Dry’s The Newton Papers, a copy of which is included. One copy
on VL. $160.00

Newton) Dobbs, B. J. T. - THE FOUNDATIONS OF NEWTON’S ALCHEMY. Or The Hunting of
the Greene Lion. Cambridge 1975 1st ed, cloth & dj, 300pp, illustrated, one tiny jacket tear else a
very fine copy of this landmark work, essential for any study of English alchemy. In 1936 the Newton
family auctioned off, through Sotheby’s, the family archive of Isaac Newton’s papers and
manuscripts. With this sale, one of the biggest secrets in the history of science was uncovered, that

Isaac Newton was obsessed with mystical alchemy his entire adult life. He devoted 60 years to
studying the great works, making copious notes, hand-copying hundreds of tracts and treatises, and
maintaining a voluminous correspondence with other students of the art throughout Europe, keeping
his scientific work secondary to his alchemical studies. Until this fateful sale, Newton’s Hermetic side
had been kept secret by his family, and his biographers left out this embarrassing fact. Even now, the
average account of his life and work makes only passing mention of this ‘delusion’ that consumed
him. While an advance catalogue of the pending sale had been distributed beforehand, comparatively
little attention was paid to an auction that would later come to be recognized as historic. Attending the
sale that day was John Maynard Keynes. As the bidding progressed, Keynes slowly deduced what
was being sold for ridiculously low prices. Towards the end of the sale, he raced around buying up as
many as possible. Still in print from CUP in a rather crude POD paper edition. $300.00
THE OCCULT. An Exhibition of Material from the Monash University Library. 4 June 1998, quarto,
stapled self-wraps as issued, 42pp, well illustrated in b&w, vg-f. 120 items described in detail by
Keith Richmond, noted bibliographer of Aleister Crowley. An outstanding selection of texts, no fluff
here, the material on Rosaleen Norton is unique. No copies on VL. $45.00
Paracelsus) Hill, Jonathan A. – CATALOGUE 145, PARACELSUS. NYC 2002, 51pp, sewn wraps,
41 pre-1600 items, numerous plates, some in color on glossy stock, a few penned notes on cover (by
Bernard Rosenthal), o/w vf. No US copies online. Very full descriptions and a valuable contribution
to the convoluted bibliography of Paracelsus. $20.00

Paracelsus) PARACELSUS: A CATALOGUE OF WORKS PUBLISHED 1529-1793 PRESERVED
IN GLASGOW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. Introduction by David Weston. Glasgow: Glasgow
University Library 1993 stapled pamphlet, 45pp, vf. Full bibliographic citations (without collations)
of 185 pre-1800 books plus a small section of MSS, all from the famed Ferguson collection. The only
copy online is $350.00. $55.00
Pike, Albert. – MORALS AND DOGMA OF THE ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE
OF FREEMASONRY. Washington: Supreme Council 1930 (1871), large 8vo, gorgeous red ribbed
gilt cloth, 861+218pp, an unusually fine copy. Includes the 218pp index by T. W. Hugo that was
added to later editions and with which the initiated student will can find all the many books Pike cites.
$100.00
Pike) Harris, Ray Baker. - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT PIKE. Introduction
by Luther Smith. Washington: Supreme Council 1957, 2nd ed, tall 8vo, publ's gilt and blind-ruled
blue cloth, 109pp, color frontis, other plates including photos of his library and his shelves, hundreds
of entries covering his entire output, quite detailed, fine condition. $65.00

Quaritch. –THE ART OF MEMORY CATALOGUE 1322. London 2004, sewn wraps, 56 items,
color plates, price sheet laid-in, vf copy. With a six page introduction by the late Umberto Eco, (who
briefly figures in my memoir). $60.00

Quaritch. - ESOTERICA, CATALOGUE 1305. London: 2003, sewn wraps, 120pp, 73 books
described and fully illustrated, From BMR’s library with the date "3/03" penned by him on the front
cover plus the exchange rate, o/w vf. Easily one of the greatest catalogs of rare Hermetic books issued
in the last 30 years, even when compared to the other great Quaritch catalogues. Besides copies of
Andreae, Fludd, Kircher, Lead, Lull, Reuchlin, etc & etc, and a copy of Dyas Chymica Tripartita
(1625), (with the famous ‘Macrocosm Microcosm’ plate by Merian which is reproduced) there are
some extraordinary manuscripts including one from the 17th Century in 15 volumes. $100.00
Read, John. PRELUDE TO CHEMISTRY. An Outline of Alchemy Its Literature and Relationships.
London: G. Bell & Sons, 1939, 2nd Edition, cloth & dj, 327pp, vibrant color frontis taken from
Trismosin, 17 matte plates, numerous woodcuts, head and tailpiece decorations, and musical score
(Maier), top of spine with tiny tear otherwise a fresh clean copy, a few tiny chips in the jacket. This

“second edition” is unchanged from the first (the typesetters have confused “printing” with “edition,
an all-too common occurrence).” A great underrated masterpiece and a thrill to read. $80.00

Ritman Library) CIMELIA RHODOSTAUROTICA: Die Rosenkreuzer im Spiegel der zwishen 1610
und 1660 entstandenen Handschriften und Drucke. Ausstellung der Bibliotheca Philosophica
Hermetica Amsterdam und der Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbuttel. Amsterdam: In de Pelikaan
[Ritman Library] 1995, quarto, sewn paperback, 191pp, numerous title pages and frontispieces, index,
mint copy. Another gorgeous production from the Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica, documenting
books some of which were eventually seized by the Dutch government, robbing this world-class
treasure-house of many of their rare Hermetic books and manuscripts for non-payment of back taxes.
No US copies online. $55.00

Ritman Library) Ford, M. Lane, Editor. - CHRIST, PLATO, HERMES TRISMEGISTUS: THE
DAWN OF PRINTING. Catalogue of the Incunabula in the Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica.
Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica 1990, quarto, two volumes, cloth, in cloth slipcase, 405pp. 192
extraordinary rarities by Ficino, Lull, Pico, Plotinus, etc., each accompanied by a full-page color plate
and a page of text, with complete collations, provenance, and history. One of 600 copies, the books
and slipcase are in fine condition but the bottom of the slipcase has a very faint ‘tide mark’ from some
watery encounter, volumes are entirely free of any intrusion and are vf. Handsome book production
by In De Pelikaan, the library's publishing house. The Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica houses the
finest public collection of rare hermetica in the world. $180.00
Ritman Library) Gentile Sebastiano E Carlos Gilly, A Cura Di. MARSILIO FICINO E IL RITORNO
DI ERMETE TRIMEGISTO/ MARSILIO FICINO AND THE RETURN OF HERMES
TRIMEGISTO. Firenze: Centro Di 1999, heavy quarto, sewn wraps, 328pp, profusely illustrated in
color and b & w, vg-f copy, Bernard Rosenthal's copy with a finely printed letter from the BPH
advertising this book. Dual English & Italian language edition, Ritman has this for 50.00 EU. $70.00

Ritman Library) Gilly, Carlos. - PARACELSUS IN DER BIBLIOTHECA PHILOSOPHICA
HERMETICA. Ausstellung zum 500 geburtsjahr des Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim
Paracelsus Genannt. Amsterdam: In De Pelikaan 1993, quarto, stiff glossy folding wraps, sewn, 85pp,
with separately printed index laid in, nearly 100 illustrations, mainly of title pages, fine copy.
Exhibition catalog, 85 texts and editions described in detail. Out of print for some time now and
scarce, no US copies on VL. $65.00
Ritman Library) J. R. LA GNOSE HERMETIQUE: Catalogue d’une Exposition de la Bibliotheca
Philosophica Hermetica. Introduction by J.R. Ritman. Amsterdam: Bibliotheca Philosophical
Hermetica 1991, quarto, plain wraps, 88pp, 13 B&W plates, vf condition. Exhibition catalogue,
similar in format but entirely different from the 1988 catalogue of the same title (in English
translation). $24.00

Ritman Library) McLean, Adam. - THE SILENT LANGUAGE: The Symbols of Hermetic
Philosophy. Introductions by Joost Ritman, Adam McLean and Frans Janssen. In de Pelikan 1994 1st
& only edition, quarto, sewn in wraps, 92pp, fine copy. The catalogue of an exhibition mounted by
the Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica, in Amsterdam during the summer of 1994. The Bibliotheca-Europe’s greatest open occult library--has been going through some rough times, but they still
manage to publish outstanding books on Hermeticism. Like all the library’s productions this volume
is beautifully produced, printed, and illustrated. In his introduction, Mr. Ritman sees in symbolism a
spiritual resource whose time has come round again. He defines the higher goals of his enterprise,
which is not just a library but the seeding of a veritable school of wisdom. The library’s director, Prof.
Frans Janssen, focuses his paper on the publishers of the glorious Hermetic images of the early
seventeenth century and on the question of who actually designed those images. Adam McLean’s
introduction and commentaries are a perfect example of scholarship informed and inspired by a
profound involvement with the Hermetic path. When still new this book was difficult to order, and
every copy seemed to come smashed! Now very scarce. $180.00

Ritman Library) THE HERMETIC GNOSIS: Catalogue of an exhibition at the Bibliotheca
Philosophica Hermetica. BPH 1988, quarto, paperback 88pp 13 b/w plates. Plainly designed and

bound but informative exhibition catalogue of rare hermetic books with notes on their text by F. van
Lamoen, a research associate at the Ritman Library. The texts and bibliographies of 55 important
titles are described, such as Plotinus’ Opera, Orpheus’ Opera, Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphilli,
Agrippa’s De Occulta, others by Lull, Ficino, Hermes, Mirandolla, Tauler, Reuchlin, Maier, etc &
etc. The BPH is also known as the Ritman Library. $24.00
Ritman, Joost, and Carlos Gilly, [editors]. – ROSENKREUZ ALS EUROPAISCHES PHANOMEN
IM 17. JAHRHUNDERT. Herausgegeben von der Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica. Amsterdam:
In de Pelikaan 2002, large 8vo, golden silk covers with printed front cover label, 403pp, plates, fine
copy. Volume seven in the Pimander series. A gorgeous production, bound in a kind of iridescent
gold-copper silk and includes a paper by Adam McLean on the manuscript sources of the Rosicrucian
Manifestos, three other papers in English (two by Suzana Ackerman), the rest in German and French.
$150.00
Ritman) Four Sotheby’s catalogs: Sale 6 July 2000, 6 December 2000, 19 June 2001, and 17 June
2003, all but the December sale are devoted to manuscripts, with prices realized laid in, heavy quarto,
sewn paperback, color illustrations on every page, fine condition throughout and very scarce. These
four volumes together chronicle the dispersal of portions of Joost Ritman’s library, one of the most
famous collection of rare books and manuscripts of the time. Beginning in the 1960’s Ritman singlehandedly created the greatest library of Hermetic texts of the modern era. These texts were sold to
finance the last days of his library before it was finally sized by the Dutch Government for back taxes,
(long story). What Ritman sacrificed here were not, for the most part, Hermetic texts per se, but
related manuscripts c.1000 – 1500, illuminated manuscripts from the 10th century on, Books of
Hours, and philosophical and religious texts. Each is described in detail by authorities at Sotheby’s. A
unique record of book collecting. These catalogs come from the library of the late Bernard Rosenthal,
famed manuscript dealer who attended these sales, with his occasional annotations and notes. $200.00
Rosenthal, Jacques. - BIBLIOTHECA MAGICA ET PNEUMATICA: Geheime Wissenschaften.
Sciences occultes. Occult Sciences. Folk-lore, Katalge 31-35 Maurizio Martino 1995 (c.1930) sewn
octavo, publ's stout cloth, 680pp, index, and addenda, fine copy. An astonishing collection of
Rosenthal’s bookseller catalogues. The Rosenthal bookselling dynasty is world renowned to this day.
Thousands upon thousands of European books described. Cosmology, cryptology, handwriting
analysis, Cabbala, Judaica, Astrology, phrenology, erotica, playing cards, hommes bizarres and
singular persons, anomalous phenomena, folklore, gastronomy, alchemy (much), prophecy, prodigies,
miracles, wonders, women, goddesses, saints, tobacco, legends, geomantia, witchcraft, magnetism,
sorcery. $75.00
Spare) Harper, Clive. - REVISED NOTES TOWARDS BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUSTIN OSMAN
SPARE. Sequim: Holmes 1999 stapled pamphlet, 43pp, mint. A rare example of professional
bibliography devoted to the occult, it was updated in 2005 with a few new titles added. $9.00
Vibert, Lionel. - THE RARE BOOKS OF FREEMASONRY. Edmonds: Sure Fire Press 1987 (1923)
stapled wraps, 35pp, mint copy. Inexpensive reprint of this classic that covers mostly the 18th
century. $10.00
Vibert, Lionel. - THE RARE BOOKS OF FREEMASONRY. London: The Bookman's Journal, 1923
1st ed, thin 8vo, 35pp, publ's dark grey cloth, preface by Wm. Wonnacott (Grand Lodge Librarian),
printed on thick cotton paper, vg-fine copy. With three pages of ads not included in the reprint by
Sure Fire Press in 1987. Vibert was an astute collector himself and reveals some little known
bibliography including a few ghost titles. It's surprising and sad for me to look this up on VL and find

a number of good copies cheap, when it took me well over 20 years in the pre-internet era to find this
one copy. $40.00
Watkins, Larissa P. – AMERICAN MASONIC PERIODICALS 1811-2001. A Bibliography of the
Library of the Supreme Council, 33, S. J. S. Brent Morris, editor. Forewords by C. Fred Kleinknecht,
and Joan K. Sansbury. Oak Knoll Press & The Library of the Supreme Council, 33, S.J. 2003 1st ed,
quarto, publ’s cloth, XXXIII+331pp, illustrated throughout with reproductions of title pages and text
illustrations from old books, fine copy. An exhaustive record of nearly 700 Masonic periodicals, with
complete description of contents, purpose, editorial slant and history. In print at $75.00. $44.00
Weil, Ernst) CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS FULLY DESCRIBED AND OFFERED FOR SALE BY ERNST WEIL, 19431965: Original Thirty-three Catalogues Bound in Two Volumes. Vol. 1: Catalogues 1-21. Vol 2:
Catalogues 22-33. Full Author-Title Index compiled by Stephen Pober. Martino 1995, reprint
“limited to 300 sets”, thick heavy octavo, publ’s gilt lettered cloth, approx. 1260+900pp, sewn
signatures, numerous B&W illustrations, a 237pp author-title index, and biographical memoir by
Hanna Weil. Completely indexed, this republication of Weil’s bookseller catalogues will be of great
use for the serious collector of old books, certainly for the collector researching Hermeticism since
Weil was a pioneering presenter of Hermetic books long before they became fashionable. He
published Dennis Duveen’s library catalogue. Here are books on old medicine, science, philosophy,
gardening, astrology, photography, magic, comets, herbology, dowsing, sexology, cosmology,
demonology, etc & etc. Very stoutly bound and well printed on alkaline paper. Mint copy, only a few
sets on the net for sale. $125.00
Wyman, W. H. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE BACON-SHAKESPEARE CONTROVERSY WITH
NOTES AND EXTRACTS. Cincinnati: Thomson, 1884, 1884 [1st was 1882], tall 8vo, publ’s ugly
cloth with faded label (as often), 124pp, 255 numbered entries, cloth stained moderately so, cheap
cloth is eroding along the front joint, text fine and printed on very thick paper, presentation insc from
Wyman to C. M. Ingleby (1823-1886), with occasional marginalia (by Wyman?). Nicely typeset with
wide margins, the footnotes are generous and quite interesting. Only 63 titles in the first edition.
$70.00
Yve-Plessis, Robert. - ESSAI D’UNE BIBLIOGRAPHIE FRANCAISE METHODIQUE &
RAISONNE DE LA SORCELLERIE ET DE LA POSSESSION DEMONIAQUE. De Graaf 1971
(1900), publ's cloth, 14+255pp, including separate name and title indexes, mint copy. The standard
bibliography of French works relating to witchcraft, demonism, possession, black magic and sorcery.
1,793 works described, many with annotations. $120.00

Zisska & Kistner. ALCHEMY AND THE OCCULT. NATURAL SCIENCES TECHNOLOGY.
Auction Catalogue. November 6-7th, 1998, Munich: Zisska & Kistner Kunstauktionshaus, quarto
wraps, 263pp, 41 pages of plates on coated stock, vf, with prices realized laid in. The greatest auction
sale of antiquarian & rare Hermetic books & manuscripts bar none. Belongs next to Ferguson,
Duveen and the other standard reference books as an essential companion. Text in English. 2028 titles
fully described with many useful and often unique annotations, full bibliographic citations for most
books, about half on Hermetic philosophy with the vast majority printed before 1800. It was this sale
that I attended and wrote about in catalogue 46. Bargain price. $35.00
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